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Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Kathleen Tan

Company TELUS Smart Security & Automation

Email Address kathleen.tan@telus.com

Phone Number 604-377-3503

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

Enterprise (40,001 subscribers or more)
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Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)
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What is your certification date?:

April 30, 2022
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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

Training and education are a priority to us at TELUS to ensure customer’s safety and security. Our Monitoring Centers across Canada 

work in one virtual queue for all clients and use an advanced skill management process to manage alarms and phone calls. The virtual 
queue allows us, as a business, to manage all signals based on advanced skill management with optimized signal priority in a single 

integrated environment. When an incident is made available in the queue, only agents with the required skills for that particular signal 
will have access to view it. This allows us to manage our agent’s skill levels and knowledge and quickly adapt to changing needs and 

priorities.

The Agent Life Cycle

The TELUS monitoring team has an established training and career ladder called the Agent Life Cycle. Our agent life cycle has 4 
levels: Level 1: Junior Monitoring Specialists, Level 2: Regular Monitoring Specialists, Level 3: Senior Monitoring Specialists, and 

Level 4: Expert Monitoring Specialists. We currently have over 170 monitoring agents who are at these various levels.

We support our team member’s training curriculum by breaking it down into segments so that they learn and grow in a structured 
environment. They will learn one segment of the monitoring business and master it before moving to the next level of knowledge, skills 

and responsibilities. This allows them to progress and learn in a controlled manner. Our objectives with this agent lifecycle training 
program is to better integrate team members, promote expertise, ensure knowledge retention, increase employee retention, and ensure 

an equitable growth curve for everyone.

New Hire (Junior) Training

New hires go through basic training and join agents on the floor as soon as possible to practice what they have learned and gain 
hands-on experience. Junior training is instructor led, classroom training for 13 days. 

Training is focused on practice modules and hands-on exposure. We do a variety of simulations with new hires to ensure they 

understand the type of calls and situations they will face. Trainers focus on demonstrations that treat real alarms for the class to 
observe. Training content is module based and after each module there is a quiz to help evaluate the understanding of the new hires. 

Every week, the trainer fills out an evaluation for each new hire for the managers to review. There is a ‘mid training’ and an ‘end of 
training’ review with the manager where the training team shares detailed feedback on the new hires. This handoff helps leaders 

prepare and facilitate the integration of new team members.

On the last day of training, real alarms are treated in an academic environment. New hires are paired with a trainer or with an 
experienced agent that serves as a SME (Subject Matter Expert) and new hires are supported live on all their calls with live feedback 

provided. Post training, agents are paired with a SME that listens to their calls and supports them for three days and ensures they are 
ready to handle calls on their own.

Regular, Senior, Xpert Training

During each level of the life cycle, agents spend a minimum of 6 weeks practicing the material covered during training, handling alarms 

and scenarios at that level. Once the 6 weeks have passed, they will be evaluated on the quality and efficiency of alarm treatments 
and/or inbound calls. Supervisors have specific topics to review during each coaching session within the 6 week practice period to 

ensure the agent will be successful. However, if an agent fails, there is a process to support them to be successful for an evaluation 
retake. 
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We require each agent to be successful in Level 2 (regular) training and hold a TMA certification to maintain their employment with us.

Coaching structure 

At TELUS, we want to create a coaching culture where each team member focuses on unlocking and leveraging their potential. 

Connecting with each other in this way will lead to greater, more meaningful impact as individuals and as a business.

Coaching is broken down into 3 different sections that occur monthly for each team member: 

Conditioning session – focuses on the team member’s performance results as well as reviewing Echos, which is an internal team 
member feedback and development tool. Internal coaching tools help identify areas where an agent may require additional training.

Professional development session – focuses on the team member’s behavior, personal, professional goals and recognition (highlighting

their personal wins). Our Amazing People Performance Development program ensures team members receive the direction, coaching 
and support they need to achieve their personal and business goals and demonstrate TELUS values. Agent goals are tied to their 

team’s objectives and scorecard, and their personal goals are individual to their career objectives. We also use the APPD platform to 
track feedback and highlight their team member’s achievements, big or small. 

Quality assurance – leaders complete active listening sessions, performing quality and efficiency evaluations (how they handle alarm 

signals and how they interact with customers. We also review “Voice of Customer Surveys” and provide team members feedback for 
development and recognition. Through the surveys and evaluations, the team member is provided feedback on what is going well and 

what are the development opportunities to work toward. This goes hand in hand with the conditioning sessions as this provides leaders 
the details they need to support the team member whether it be training, extra support and or creating individual action plans for the 

areas of concern. The action plans are outlined to support the team member with a documented coaching roadmap on the targets, and 
timelines to obtain positive outcomes.

Trainer’s qualifications & certification process

All monitoring trainers began their career as a monitoring agent with years of hands-on experience in the role. These agents were 

promoted to become a trainer based on their aptitude, judgment, knowledge, and passion for developing skills in others.

To become a trainer, the candidate must successfully complete the TELUS certification program:

Review the training plan and all modules.

Participate in new hire training as a participant and training assistant to see how the modules are taught. They assist the trainer during 
exercises, practice and live calls, and deliver basic modules they are comfortable with.

Post training, they study the modules and practice delivering them.

In the next new hire class, they deliver at least 90% of content and co-facilitate the more complex topics.

Following the first new hire class they teach, they deliver the full training with an experienced trainer to officially certify them.

Corporate Training & Career Development

At TELUS, we believe in continuous education. Our personal development helps us in our current role and prepares us for the future. 
We want to enable our team members to “learn how to learn” and build a learner’s mindset. The following is a sneak peak of the 

learning resources offered to our team members:

TELUS Development & Learning site
S i k d i
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TELUS LinkedIn Learning

TELUS TeamHub Learning
Business unit specific learning at TELUS

Other preferred TELUS learning vendors

Last year, we held Career Planning Training Sessions to showcase career paths and opportunities available to team members within 
our teams and at TELUS, provide insight on how career development and progression works at TELUS, share the wide array of tools, 

resources, and programs available to support them, and offer advice and concrete next steps to help you plan and shape your career. 
We also 

We also issue a Monthly Career Wire newsletter that highlights all the programs, initiatives and resources available to support our team

member’s career, professional development, well-being and connection with the greater team.

Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

TELUS has a multi layer disaster recovery solution that includes 1) geographic & systems redundancy, 2) disaster mitigation and 

recovery playbooks, and 3) coordinated response teams.

1) Geographic & systems redundancy - TELUS has multiple sites geographically dispersed across Canada that are redundant to each 
other. This ensures all core systems, including telephony, customer relationship management and alarm monitoring, have full 

redundancy in case of any disaster situation. An example of this redundancy is the use of multiple telecommunications vendors and 
network paths to mitigate reliance on one provider or network. Each of these sites are also equipped with generators and Uninterrupted 

Power Supplies (UPS) to ensure the availability of electricity in case of an extended disaster.

2) Disaster mitigation and recovery playbooks - TELUS has extensive documentation outlining system owners, vendor contacts, site 
primes and communications templates to enable quick responses to mitigate and recover from disasters and outages customized to 

various scenarios. Following each significant incident, a Post-Incident Review is conducted in order to expose any gaps and document 
any lessons learned, so that TELUS’ playbooks and involved team members are much better prepared. Some tactics in our playbooks 

include activation of pre-programmed call center changes to ensure that any critical alarm signals are handled first and foremost 
versus billing-related inquiries.

3) Coordinated response teams - TELUS utilizes several coordinated response teams that monitor our operations on a 24x7 basis. 

These teams engage the appropriate stakeholders whenever a given system or site experiences an outage. These team members are 
also on standby to help respond to any events that have warning (e.g. major storms). Furthermore, these teams also conduct mock 

exercises on a monthly basis to ensure that the content stays fresh and processes continue to be updated.

TELUS has made major investments in systems, people and processes to continue evolving its disaster recovery plans as we place 
our customers’ and team member well-being as top priorities.
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

AT TELUS, technology is being used in a variety of ways to support business intelligence for the following areas:

Monitoring Operations

TELUS uses real time Tableau reports on contact center wait times, current service levels, live alarm buffers to analyze, focus on 
trends, and respond to current contact center conditions. Having these dashboards built in Tableau enables operation managers the 

ability for short term decision making and allows visualization of the current day performance. We enable decision making based on 
medium term factors and report top level indicators with weekly and monthly operational Tableau and Excel reports for overarching 

view of operations. This allows TELUS to manage and ensure teams stay on track on service level and quality targets.

Customer Support
TELUS uses scorecards to track key performance indicators of our operations and measure agent call center performance with 

integrated data in Tableau. We track our customer experience through the use of feedback from customers in automated email 
surveys, as well as measuring the number of repeat calls and customer first call resolution. This helps managers quickly identify areas 

for improvement and make data-driven decisions to optimize the client experience..

Training
Through the use of Verint, all agent calls are recorded to support quality coaching and training. Managers and trainers use the 

application to listen and watch how frontline agents are handling customer calls. The intent is to ensure we have agents that are 
continuously improving on how they handle customers interactions and following proper procedures. TELUS also incorporates Echo, 

which is an internal feedback and development tool that allows quick coaching and feedback to be delivered to leaders to review with 
agents.

Sales & Marketing

TELUS leverages various data sources to understand customer behavior to build a churn model to identify those customers at higher 
risk of churn. These models are built utilizing artificial intelligence and machine learning and enable TELUS to proactively reach these 

customers with retention campaigns in order to reduce the number of customers that cancel security service. Furthermore, this level of 
churn mapping allows us to identify any issues providing monitoring services to any specific geography or segment so that our 

operational managers can coach operators and/or adjust processes.

Accounting
Tracking of customers by customer segment (extracted from billing systems) to charge monitoring costs (extracted from SAP) to the 

proper business unit. This ensures a proper matching of revenue and costs. With this information, we understand the breakdown of our 
cost to monitor, identify areas for operational efficiency to optimize our cost structure. 

HR

Time to hire measurement ensures timely replacement of team members that have left.
TELUS utilizes business intelligence capabilities built into our Human Resources portal to accelerate and streamline hiring, offer 

management, associated approvals and onboarding. This portal also allows TELUS users to access real-time reporting to gain insights 
into hiring progress and statistics.
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Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

TELUS’ alarm procedures are aligned with guidance and recommendations from CANASA, ULC and feedback from relationships 

developed with Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJs) and are aimed at providing the best possible service to customers while 
balancing operational and industry priorities.

From a process and technology perspective, TELUS has adapted procedures regarding: alarm cancels, enhanced call verification, 

video verification, two-way voice and implemented “double knock” requirements where our operators only take action when two signal 
events are received within a given set period of time. TELUS has also instituted electronic alarm cancellation capabilities (e.g. via the 

alarm.com mobile app) to enable customers to catch their own false alarms and mitigate the volume of signals our operators need to 
handle. TELUS also leverages electronic dispatch protocols as much as possible to save time when dispatching mobile guard 

response services.

TELUS has also instituted a False Alarm Reduction (FAR) program that successfully reduced the 2022 volume of signals by 750,000. 
This was accomplished by a variety of means including: analysis of accounts responsible for generating above-average alarm signal 

volume, prioritization of these accounts, training frontline agents to assess these accounts and contacting these customers to educate 
them on alarm best practices and help resolve any technical issues. Furthermore, these agents dispatch technicians to help 

customers with any issues that cannot be resolved remotely. All in all, the FAR program has succeeded in its three objectives: 1) 
reduce false alarm signals at the source in order to reduce operational pressures, 2) positively enhance the experience of our 

customers as TELUS security customers, and 3) the reduction in false alarms has also reduced the demand on unnecessary 
emergency services dispatched to customer premises, thereby increasing first responder and public safety in ensuring resources are 

allocated to real events and emergencies. TELUS has received a number of customer responses expressing gratitude and appreciation
for proactively contacting them and helping them reduce their false alarm volumes.
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Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

For more than 20 years, our TELUS values have been the cornerstone of our high performance culture:

We passionately put our customers and communities first

We embrace change and innovate courageously
We grow together through spirited teamwork

Our guiding principle is “We give where we live - Let’s make stronger, healthier communities”. These values and principles reflect who 

we are as an organization and guide how we interact with each other, our customers and communities. Our social purpose is to 
leverage the power of our technology to create positive human and social outcomes for all stakeholders and firmly believe we can 

make the future friendly. Since 2000, we have contributed the equivalent of $1.4 billion, including 1.8M days of service to communities 
where we live, work and serve. Throughout the month of May we promote “TELUS Days of Giving” where events across Canada are 

held on a daily basis to promote community activities and causes.

Within our Central Alarm Monitoring teams, we have a committee that organizes, promotes and participates in giving back to the 
community events throughout the year. Our goal is to host at least one community giving event per quarter every year. Here are some 

of the events completed in 2022 which we are very proud of:

“Spring cleaning with a meaning”: We collected over 100 bags of clothes for the Diabetes Foundation and we were featured on the 
internal TELUS Cares site

TELUS Days of Giving: approx. 150 Central Alarm Monitoring team members participated in environmental clean-up events across the 

nation, including the City of Calgary River and Pathway cleanup, the Stanley Park shoreline clean up in Vancouver, cleaning the capital 
at Britannia Beach in Ottawa, Spiral Beach clean up in Victoria, Cottonwood Island Park clean up in Prince George, and Georges-

Vanier clean up in Montreal, and the iNaturalist Biodiversity Challenge as a virtual option for team members outside these central 
locations

“Beat the Summer Heat” Event: We donated 4,200 bottles of water and helping the homeless across Canada

Humanitarian efforts for Ukraine: We donated 211% of goal ($1,056.50 on $500 Goal)

Warm Winter Clothing Donation: We collected 75+ bags, for our most vulnerable across Canada

Holiday cards for the elderly: We sent holiday cards to our elderly friends in a residence in Laval, Quebec. The final product was one 

beautiful virtual card including 27 pages and 104 messages of love and holiday wishes was sent to 1,000 elderly residents.

In addition to our organized initiatives, the official TELUS Cares program encourages team members to track their volunteer hours in 
the employee portal. For every hour volunteered, TELUS donates $1 to the charity of the team member’s choice. This portal also 

allows team members to contribute funds directly to charities and matches the funds 100%.
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Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

KPI’s and data reporting are the tools we use to measure performance, agent productivity, and how effectively and efficiently CAM 

team members achieve business goals that lead to delivering exceptional customer service. These metrics fall into particular focus 
areas and reveal key insights into the customer experience, emphasizing quality, and profitable growth as well as efficiency. These 

KPIs and data reports provide valuable details to leadership, to see how well the team members are meeting various operational 
objectives and whether team members are meeting the customer’s needs and expectations for a high-quality customer experience. 

These metrics are also available for team members via the Agent Scorecard portal and are regularly reviewed in-depth with team 
members during their Monthly Coaching Conditioning session with their leader.

The following KPIs are available on a daily/weekly basis for the management team to manage their teams and service levels:

First Alarm Resolution - the average number of Fire and Burglary alarms which the Agent successfully avoids a repeat alarm within 

threshold

Quality Evaluation - the average score on team manager driven evaluation of Agent's quality of work.
Efficiency Evaluation - the average score on Team Manager driven evaluation of Agent’s efficiency and tool usage.

Average Handle Time - the average handling time of incoming calls

Transaction Top2Box Survey - a measurement of customers who state TELUS has delighted them during an interaction. The 

Monitoring team received a score of 89.43%, which means of all the customers surveyed on the quality of our Monitoring service, 
89.43% rated it as "Excellent" or "Very Good" and would recommend it to their friends and family.

Team Member Engagement (yearly) - TELUS measures team member engagement through a survey called Pulsecheck. The purpose 

of the survey is to gather confidential team member feedback about TELUS as a place to work in order to measure our progress in 
creating a high performance culture. The Monitoring team has world-class engagement results of 85% in October 2022 with 90% team 

member survey participation. Some key engagement drivers include: security (91%), health and wellbeing (86%), and flexible work 
arrangements (85%).

The following Operational Contact Center KPIs are available on a daily/real time basis:

Service Level - Threshold within which all calls/alarms are answered/processed.

Alarm Volume - Number of alarms handled
LAW - Longest alarm waiting.

ASA - Average Speed of Answer
Calls Offered - Number of calls that reached the queue

% of calls abandoned 
% of calls transferred

Churn 
Scheduled frontline hours and load factor 

Occupancy - the percentage of time that agents spend handling customers
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Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

Our recognition programs are very complete and competitive. We have 4 pillars that make up the TELUS recognition program: 

Compensation, Team Member Awards & Recognition, Recognition through Bravo, and Industry Awards & Recognition.

Compensation 

Compensation with a ‘pay for performance’ approach is the first pillar in the TELUS recognition program. The Pay-for-Performance 
philosophy is a merit-based approach that rewards team members for achieving results and living the TELUS values, as opposed to a 

cost-of-living adjustment applied equally to every team member. We seek to reward team members for their contribution to the 
achievement of results based on their overall performance. A core part of this philosophy is performance bonus targets (we offer a 5% 

performance bonus target to all frontline positions). Every team member has an annual performance review, where compensation and 
performance bonus are determined by their goals and values assessments.

Team Member Awards & Recognition

The second pillar in the TELUS recognition program involves aspirational employee awards (including lateral career moves and 

promotions). In 2022, these are the achievements within our team:

19 promotions and 58 lateral moves (18% of the workforce)

Leading Stars is a program designed to recognize team members who excel at all aspects of their role, consistently going above and 
beyond for our customers. To become a Leading Star, team members must meet or exceed KPIs and performance targets, as well as 

demonstrate TELUS values on a regular basis. There are 3 categories available; Frontlines, Team Managers and Unsung Heroes. We 
are proud to have a grand total of 28 winners for the first two quarters of 2022 (finalists for Q3 & Q4 of 2022 have not yet been 

announced).

Leading Stars - Frontline team members recognizes top 10% of frontline team members (on-queue and off-queue agents and frontline 
technicians) based on scorecard achievement, customer satisfaction or performance targets, demonstrated TELUS values and 

satisfactory attendance

Leading Stars - Team Managers recognizes top 10% of high performing Team Managers based on scorecard, performance, operational 
assessment and demonstrated TELUS values 

Unsung Heroes - Non-frontline Management Professionals and Administrative support who have displayed extraordinary efforts and 

performance excellence as it relates to our three strategic priorities: our team, our customers and our business

Customers First Champions Award (CFC) is a coveted recognition awarded by senior leadership to recognize our customer-facing team
members who go above and beyond in consistently delivering an exceptional customer experience. Of the 9,000 team members 

eligible, this prestigious distinction is given to just 200 team members, which is 0.2%. In 2022, we had 10 Customer First Champion 
winners and 29 nominations. Each CFC winner receives $1000 prepaid Visa, personalized reward and recognition experience at the 

annual Customers First Champions Gala, CEO coin memento, and a certificate and $100 charitable donation made on their behalf.

Leadership Values in Practice (LVIP) Award celebrates the role models among us who expertly put our values in practice to create 
exceptional outcomes for our customers, business, team and community. Throughout the year, 5 team members were nominated for 

an LVIP Award. Successful LVIP nominees receive special recognition such as a video call with their VP to share the good news with 
the team and 100,000 Bravo point reward, which is worth $1000. Selected LVIP winners will receive an additional $10,000 in Restricted 
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Share Units.

Connections Honors Leaders of Excellence (CHLOE) are awards that recognize exceptional women, individuals who identify as female 
and champions of diversity at TELUS. There are five award categories; Courage to innovate, Emerging Leader, Community Champion, 

Leadership Excellence and Champion of Diversity. Within our team, we had 2 CHLOE winners and 4 nominations.

Zenith Award is a program that provides recognition for team members who go above and beyond, demonstrate leadership excellence 
and business ownership, and epitomize spirited teamwork and inclusivity. We had 2 winners, one in the Leadership Excellence 

category and one in Spirited Teamwork category. Winners receive 25,000 Bravo points, which is worth $250. 

Recognition through “Bravo”

The third pillar of the TELUS recognition program is our “Bravo” tool. Bravo is our corporate standard tool to facilitate recognition 
across the organization making it easy for leaders and peers to extend meaningful recognition via Bravo cards, sending points or 

submitting award nominations. Our recognition strategy is to create a culture of appreciation where giving and receiving recognition is 
frequent, meaningful and aligned to our core values and strategic top priorities.

Bravo is a big part of how we bring our strategy to life, facilitating everyday, informal recognition through High Fives, celebrating 

milestones and life events together, and rewarding team members for their above and beyond contributions via Bravo awards. 

This year, 3.2 million Bravo points were awarded to our Central Alarm Monitoring team members, amounting to $32,000 in recognition 
rewards.

Industry Awards & Recognition

We also believe in recognizing our teams through industry awards. Through these awards, team members feel a great sense of pride 

and accomplishment, as well as a belonging and connection to something greater than themselves. Some recent awards recognizing 
our security and monitoring team include:

Voted Canada’s Most Trusted Alarm Service by BrandSpark in 2022 and 2023. The BrandSpark Most Trusted badge helps shoppers 

identify brands they can trust based on the experience of thousands of other consumers. Nearly 20,000 Canadians were surveyed and 
the winners are selected based on consistently delivering outstanding service, value and quality. 

Winner of the 2022 Stevie International Business Award in the Category “Customer Service Team of the Year”. This prestigious 

business award is given to an individual team within a broader customer service organization. In 2022, more than 3,700 nominations 
from organizations across 67 countries were considered.  

Winner of 2023 Stevie Awards for Customer Service Department of the Year – Telecommunications. Winning this award differentiates 

our customer service amongst our competitors, our unparalleled innovation and positive impact on our customers when they need us 
the most. In 2023, more than 2,300 nominations from organizations across virtually every industry were evaluated in this year’s 

competition.

Finalists for the 2023 Stevie Awards for the People's Choice Stevie Awards for Favorite Customer Service. Current reporting results 
show our team holds a significant lead in the #1 top spot for votes received by the general public. Voting closes on February 17, 2023 

and winners will be announced at the Stevie Awards Gala on March 3, 2023.

Winner of 2023 Stevie Awards for Achievement in Customer Experience: New category for 2023 recognizing organizations for their 
improvement of the overall customer experience in order to retain existing customers, gain more loyal ones, and mitigate churn.

Referral Programs
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Employee referrals - When we refer a successful candidate for one of our open roles, the referring team member receives $1,000 in 

referral bonus when the candidate is onboarded.

Client referrals - When we refer friends or family members for TELUS services (i.e. security, TV, internet, home phone, mobile), we can 
earn a Visa gift card. Plus, friends and family members will receive a bill credit. Getting rewarded for referring friends and family to 

TELUS is easy and is available nationally. 

Team Member Discounts

As part of the TELUS family, we benefit from a multitude of Partner deals such as; Apparel, Auto, Computers and Electronics, Dining 
& Food, Education, Entertainment, Financial Services; Health and Wellness, Home & Office, Insurance, Sports & Recreation as well 

as Travel.

Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

TELUS’ policy is to retain all alarm history for 7 years and voice recordings of all phone calls for 3 years. These records enable our 

data analysts to understand baseline alarm volume and identify challenges. This, in turn, feeds into our forecasting activities to 
schedule our team members in order to meet our target service levels across all intervals. This data also enables us to deep dive any 

significant unexpected spikes in signal volume so our analysts can uncover potential process gaps for further investigation and 
resolution. We also review this data to flag customers that may be generating abnormally high volumes of signals for follow up by our 

False Alarm Reduction program.

Alarm history and voice recordings also enable quality monitoring by our management team to ensure a high level of quality is 
delivered to our customers. This, in turn, drives our agent coaching and performance assessment activities. Our analysts also utilize 

the historical data to gauge customer sentiment for the service they receive from our monitoring team members. TELUS has a 
Customers First approach to its operations such that all team members take customer sentiment and feedback very seriously.

One example of process improvements driven by analysis of alarm and phone call history is our First Call Resolution program. TELUS 

implemented the First Call Resolution program to maximize the number of customers that resolved their inquiries with only one phone 
call (and no additional transfers). This program examines historical patterns of alarms and phone calls to understand how/why 

customers are contacting our team members and will institute changes to our Interactive Voice Response structure to continually stay 
abreast of key call drivers in order to maximize First Call Resolution for our customers.

Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

Within our Central Alarm Monitoring team, we have a dedicated group of team members assigned to Agency & Monitoring Support 
(AMS). These team members focus on establishing and maintaining relationships with AHJ’s across Canada in order to: maintain open 

lines of communications to better serve our customers, share concerns and practices to minimize false alarms, work closely on 
permitting, bylaw amendments and identification of problematic trends.

Furthermore, the AMS team ensures that any feedback and learnings from AHJs are shared across TELUS team members, and if 

applicable, to customers as well. For example, best practices for reducing false alarms have been shared with customers via 
newsletters.
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Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

Customer service is the center of everything we do and as shared previously, one of our Values is “We passionately put our customers 

and communities first”. We have multiples ways of soliciting the voice of our customers such as:

Voice of Customers Surveys

Following a burglary alarm event, customers will be invited to fill out a survey that includes questions regarding both agent and TELUS 
performances. Surveys are used to measure our “top 2 box” - what has delighted customers and provided an exceptional experience - 

as well as our “bottom 2 box” - what has caused dissatisfaction for our customers providing an unacceptable experience. Monitoring 
Supervisors are responsible for reading all survey results for their own team. In addition to reviewing the customer survey, they must 

listen to the call, and provide coaching and/or congratulate the team member. When improvement is required, supervisors and agents 
collaborate on an action plan for improvement. Finally, based on the survey feedback, when follow up is required to resolve an issue 

flagged by the customer, supervisors engage with the appropriate teams to resolve the issue and communicate to the customer it has 
been addressed. This team received a score of 90% overall Voice of Customers Score.

Event Response Program

In 2020, we established our Event Response Program. Following a real-life event (fire, burglary, or medical incident), a member of this 

specialized program contacts the customer within hours to verify their safety and offer support above and beyond the industry 
standard. In the event of a fire, we arrange and pay for hotel accommodations and provide gift cards to cover basic necessities. For 

customers who have suffered property loss, or are the victims of a crime, we provide complimentary virtual counseling sessions 
through our partnership with TELUS Health. We send gift baskets or flowers to customers, brightening their day following a medical 

incident or intrusion. Since inception, we have supported 3,768 customers who experienced a real life event, and deployed over 
$175,000 in goodwill gestures.

As a customer-focused organization, TELUS pioneered this best-in-class service, as an innovative experience and demonstration of 

our values and social purpose. Among our peers, we are the only Security & Automation company that goes the extra mile during this 
vulnerable time for our customers as part of our standard operating procedure. The exceptional efforts in making a positive impact for 

our customers is a demonstration of our unwavering commitment to putting customers and communities at the centre of what we do 
and why we do it. This is a commitment that is unparalleled across the entire Security & Automation industry.

100% of impacted customers choose to stay with TELUS Security following an event, with industry leading churn at 0%. In addition to 

our goodwill support, we have taken complete ownership to reduce customer effort in working with other TELUS teams. During our 
follow up with a customer post-event, if the customer indicates a repair visit is required, if they need to update their call list, or have 

any requests that require action, this team takes complete accountability of the request on behalf of the customer. We take care of the 
backend process, so our customer gets the desired results, with a single point of contact. This is a huge improvement over standard 

call-center environments where customers experience interactions with several team members for complex requests. In doing so, we 
have made sure that customers received the help and support that they deserved, delivering exceptional customer experience with 

industry leading outcomes.

Since the launch of the Event Response Program, we have had a significant impact on customers, team members, and our business. 
We’ve received heartfelt customer testimonials from those who experienced exceptionally difficult and even life-threatening incidents. 

These customers expressed sincere gratitude for their security system, the TELUS team, and the best in class service our Event 
Response team provided. Some customers have gone as far to say “TELUS saved our lives that day”. One of our customers shares 

their experience in a video testimonial. (see additional information section)
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Marketing & Proactive Technology Upgrade Programs

TELUS’ marketing strategy keeps customers apprised of business developments, advancements, and new products or services. We 
use television advertisements, social media platforms, billboards, email campaigns, and radio commercials. 

Additionally, TELUS has proactive technology upgrade campaigns where aging systems are identified, and proactive outbound calls 

and direct mail campaigns are put in place to share with customers new products available, along with the benefits of upgrading.

Finally, when clients receive assistance from our call center teams, agents are trained to identify opportunities to share new products 
and services with these clients through cross-selling and recontracting efforts.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

CANASA
The Canadian Security Association (CANASA) is a national not-for-profit organization dedicated to advancing the security industry. 

TELUS participates in CANASA through being a member, and securing a TELUS booth at conferences and trade shows. Additionally, 

TELUS sends members of the management team to CANASA conferences. This allows us to network with industry peers, and stay up 
to date on industry evolution and education.

Prior to the Toronto CANASA show, there was a monitoring symposium that TELUS participated in, along with monitoring affiliates 

from across North America.

TMA 
TELUS holds a membership & Five Diamonds Certification. Additionally, all agents must pass TMA certification at level 2 training to 

maintain their employment as part of our training program.

ULC
Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (UL Canada) is an independent product safety testing, certification and inspection organization. 

TELUS installs fire monitoring systems in accordance with ULC standards, and issues ULC certification for these customers. 

Additionally, TELUS follows the ULC guidelines for response and servicing these systems, including Annual Inspections and retaining 
inspection reports. Specialized agents and field technicians are trained on ULC standards, and as the standard evolves these team 

members are informed. All TELUS monitoring stations are ULC compliant.

Info-Crime 
The Montreal Info-Crime program (known as « CrimeStoppers » elsewhere in North America) has been set up in more than 1,200 cities 

in several countries, with more than 25 being in Canada (including Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Calgary and Hamilton-Wentworth).

Montreal citizens are encouraged to fight against crime by calling anonymously and confidentially to report any criminal act. A reward 
up to $3,000 is given to anyone who provides information that leads to the arrest of a suspect. TELUS is a key sponsor of this 

program and holds a membership.

Sophie Gravel, our Director of Monitoring, sits on the Info-Crime Board of Directors. Within their mandate, the board monitors policies, 
shares their skills, experience and knowledge to allow the program to carry out its work to fight against crime by encouraging citizens 

to report anonymously and confidentially any criminal act.  They work in partnership with the City of Montreal, the media and the 
police.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

TELUS | SmarHome Security plays a pivotal role in keeping a family and pets safe: 

https://youtu.be/0UsHFx0M0IA

Additional customer testimonials:
1. Security Showcase - Customer testimonial after a home fire: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UsHFx0M0IA&t=13s
2. Security Showcase - Customer testimonial after a CO leak:

https://www.instagram.com/p/ChXd_tCOCwV/?igshid=NWQ4MGE5ZTk%3D
3. We launched "Real Life Stories page" showcasing customer testimonials:

https://www.telus.com/en/smarthome-security/real-life-stories/blog?category=real-life-stories&linktype=ge-meganav

TELUS is a dynamic, world-leading technology company powered by purpose with $16 billion in annual revenue and 15.2 million 
customer connections. We are transforming healthcare and making our food supply more sustainable while reducing our environmental 

footprint and connecting Canadians, offering both personal and business solutions (security, internet, mobility).

TELUS entered the security space in 2017 and has grown to nearly one million customers, offering the widest selection of security 
services across Canada. We have become Canada’s most trusted and fastest-growing security and automation company.
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Optional: You may upload a PDF or image to accompany
your application. (File size limit is 16MB)
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